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Copyright Assignment:
The undersigned author (and if applicable author’s employer) hereby assigns copyright ownership of the article, including rights to reproduce 
it in all forms and media, to the American Society for Enology and Viticulture (ASEV), effective if and when it is published in the American 
Journal of Enology and Viticulture (AJEV). 

If the manuscript is accepted for publication and the authors choose to have their article published open access, this original copyright assignment 
will be terminated and the article will be published under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license. The Author Responsibilities 
and Warranties as outlined below will survive the termination of the copyright assignment. Upon deciding to publish an article open access, 
authors will be required to complete a form confirming their election to a CC BY license.

All Authors Reserve the Following Rights as Applicable: 
See Definitions of terminology on page 3.

1. The Right to Make Print Copies for Teaching: Authors may reproduce their Submitted, Accepted, or Published Work for their own 
academic classroom (i.e., their own class only under the auspices of their own academic employer) as a stand-alone handout or as part 
of a packet. A full citation to the Published Work and direct link (Digital Object Identifier [DOI]) to the Published Work on the journal 
website (example citation below) should be printed on all uses of the Work as described in this clause. The following statement should 
be printed on all uses of the Work as described in this clause: 

©[Year article was published] American Society for Enology and Viticulture. AJEV [Volume in which article appears]: [Page 
numbers of article].
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©2015 American Society for Enology and Viticulture. AJEV 66:14-22.
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J Enol Vitic 65:277-284, https://doi.org/10.5344/ajev.2014.14014

2. The Right to Reuse Figures and Tables: Authors may reuse figures and tables from the Submitted, Accepted, or Published Work in 
subsequent articles of which they are an author, provided that appropriate citation to the Published Work is given.

3. The Right to Post Accepted Works on Websites and Digital Repositories: Authors may only post their Accepted Work on their 
academic employer-hosted website (i.e., university URL), or if required by a government funding agency or by their university, the 
author may post their Accepted Work to the required university or government funding agency repository. In such cases, authors must 
include a full citation to the Published Work and direct link (Digital Object Identifier [DOI]) to the Published Work on the journal 
website (example citation below). The Submitted, Accepted, and Published Work are not permitted for posting on any other website, 
repository, social network (e.g., ResearchGate), or file sharing network. Posting of Submitted, Accepted, or Published Work is not 
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permitted before online publication in the journal.
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4. The Right to Reuse/Republish the Entire Work in Theses or Dissertations: Authors may reuse all or part of their Submitted, 
Accepted, or Published Work in their thesis or dissertation and are required to submit to fulfill the criteria of their degree-granting 
institution. Such reuse must be proceeded by the author obtaining written confirmation (via letter or email) from the AJEV Managing 
Editor to avoid potential conflicts with AJEV publication policies. The thesis or dissertation must include a full citation to the Published 
Work and direct link (Digital Object Identifier [DOI]) to the Published Work on the journal website (example citation below).

Example citation:
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Any other mass distribution via print or PDF format is strictly prohibited (if in doubt, then contact the Managing Editor). Articles may 
not be copied or distributed by anyone other than an author in the situations noted above without written permission from the publisher 
(ASEV/AJEV). Authors understand that all requests by third parties to re-use the article in whole or part will be handled by ASEV or 
ASEV subcontractors only. Uses beyond that allowed by the “Fair Use” limitations (sections 107 and 108) of the U.S. Copyright Law 
requires permission of the publisher. For permissions to copy beyond that permitted by the U.S. Copyright Law and for reprints, you may 
also contact the Copyright Clearance Center. In instances when duplication is allowed, any uses and/or copies of AJEV articles in whole 
or in part must include the full citation to the Published Work and direct link (Digital Object Identifier [DOI]), and MUST include a copy 
of the copyright notice (see examples below). All permission fees will be retained by ASEV. If the manuscript is not accepted by AJEV 
or is withdrawn prior to acceptance by AJEV, then this assignment will be null and void.
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Author responsibilities and warranties:
By signing below, the undersigned author (and if applicable author’s employer) warrants and agrees to each of the following:

1. that all authors have seen and approved the manuscript as submitted and that the corresponding author will supply all coauthors with a 
copy (electronic or print) of the final, revised manuscript if accepted.

2. that each author participated sufficiently in the study conception or design, data analysis or interpretation, and drafting or revision 
of the manuscript, so that each author takes responsibility for the validity, integrity, and objectivity of the entire study. Nonauthor 
contributors and their roles (statisticians, translators, author’s editors) have been listed in the acknowledgment section of the manuscript 
(see AJEV Guide to Authors).

3. that all authors with any conflict of interest in the research (including financial interest, patent ownership or application) or any 
relationship to a funding source (employment, ownership, consulting agreement, research grant, travel support, consultation fees, 
honoraria, equipment donation, company stock, advisory board member) have disclosed the conflict of interest and/or relationships in the 
acknowledgments section of the manuscript (see AJEV Guide to Authors).

4. that this manuscript is an original work, that neither this manuscript nor a manuscript with similar content has been published or 
is being considered for publication in any language, except as an abstract or thesis. If this manuscript includes a new analysis of the 
author(s)’ previously published data and/or article, then that primary publication(s) has been identified as such and included in the 
Literature Cited.

5. that the manuscript contains no libelous or unlawful statements and does not infringe upon or violate the copyright or any other 
personal or proprietary rights of any person, entity, or institution and that all necessary copyright clearances have been approved and 
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signed documentation obtained from the copyright holder(s).

6. that all authors understand that public release of information contained in the manuscript is embargoed until the online publication or 
mailing date (whichever is first) of the AJEV. 

7. that all authors understand that corresponding authors who are not ASEV members will be billed $75.00 per final printed journal page 
for published manuscripts. All articles longer than 10 pages are billed $200 per page for each printed page over this limit. Payments are due 
within 30 days of billing. AJEV does not register with contractor or government databases, nor is it obligated to complete related forms; 
however, this does not exempt authors from payment of page fees.

8. that Authors and their employers, if applicable, agree to indemnify and keep indemnified AJEV, ASEV, the AJEV editors,  ASEV staff, 
and ASEV board members against all claims and expenses (including attorneys’ fees, legal costs and all other expenses) arising from any 
breach of any terms, conditions, and/or warranties of the authors. In the event  that insurance coverage is available for authors and/or their 
employers to indemnify as required herein, such insurance shall be primary and noncontributory.

By signing below, the corresponding author, (1) agrees on behalf of all authors to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including but 
not limited to the copyright assignment; (2) warrants that authorization to enter into this Agreement has been obtained from all necessary 
parties including but not limited to other authors for a multi-authored manuscript and the authors’ employer if applicable; (3) warrants that 
he or she has reviewed and agrees, on behalf of all authors, to the terms and conditions of AJEV Guide to Authors; and (4) agrees to comply 
with all other requirements of the manuscript submission process.

Definitions:
Accepted Work: The version of the Submitted Work that has undergone complete peer review and has been accepted for publication in 
the AJEV. The Accepted Work does not include any publisher value added contributions such as copy editing, formatting and layout, and 
pagination. The Accepted Work should include the appropriate bibliographic citation and a direct link (Digital Object Identifier [DOI]) to the 
Published Work.
Corresponding Author: The author who submits the Submitted Work on behalf of the co-authors of the Work. The Corresponding 
Author participates in all editorial correspondence regarding the status of the Submitted Work through all revisions and peer review and is 
responsible for communicating related correspondence to co-authors as appropriate. The Corresponding Author authorizes all revisions to 
the Submitted and Accepted Work prior to publication and is the primary point of contact after publication of the Submitted Work 
Published Work (also known as Version of Record [VoR]): The final version of the Submitted Work as accepted for publication in AJEV. 
This includes any changes resulting from peer review, editing, formatting, and final production.
Submitted Work: The version of the original manuscript that has been submitted to AJEV for peer review and possible publication. The 
Submitted Work includes the manuscript text (including the abstract and/or Interpretive Abstract) and any material intended to be published 
as part of the Published Work including figures, tables, and supplemental information.
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Corresponding author’s signature and date

If the article was written within the course of any author’s employment with a company/institution, then this form must also be signed below by a 
person authorized to sign for and on behalf of author’s employer, as confirmation that author’s employer accepts the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, including but not limited to the copyright assignment.

________________________________________________________________________________  Date__________________ 
Print name of representative, name of company/institution, title, and phone number

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of authorized representative of author’s employer.
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